Soil Properties after Plowing with Vertical and Horizontal Axis Rotavator
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Abstract—In this research, performance of rotavator with horizontal rotary axis and vertical rotary axis has been evaluated and compared. The mean weight diameter (MWD), cross-sectional area disturbed and cone index of soil investigated. Factorial experiments based on a randomized complete block with 18 treatments, three different velocities 2.2, 3.5, 6.1 km/h; three different depth of 5, 10, 15cm and with two rotary plows horizontal axis and vertical axis with three replications were used. Result showed that maximum MWD in 6.1 km/h and 15cm of depth were 55.6 and 52.5mm for horizontal axis rotavator, respectively. The minimum MWD in 2.2 km/h and 5cm of depth for vertical axis rotavator were 34.9 and 35.1mm, respectively. The values of cone index 1861.1 and 2339.5 kPa for vertical axis rotavator and horizontal axis rotavator were obtained, respectively, also the values of cross-sectional area disturbed 687 and 497.2cm² for vertical axis rotavator and horizontal axis rotavator were obtained, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE agriculture of Iran is in a stage that moldboard tillers are replaced with rotary tillers. Horizontal axis tillers are more conventional among all rotary tillers. Vertical axis rotavator has been popular in recent years. Farmers claim different performances for horizontal and vertical axis rotavators but there are no scientific works which compare them. Some research has been done on comparison between rotavator and conventional plows. For example, [9] reported that by using rotavator soil which had been tillage before will be soft and mixed so the clods size will have a good distribution. In compare with active implement rotavator needs less pass in farm to reach the same soil quality [9]. Reference [18] compared the performance of conventional plows with horizontal axis rotavator and reported that soil specific weight and mean weight diameter were much less for rotavator. Reference [3] evaluated the type of blades shape performance. Also other researcher determined the performance of horizontal axis rotavators [5], [17], [6], [14].

   The axis of rotavator may rotate in vertical or horizontal axle of rotor shaft (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Horizontal and vertical axis rotavators (a) Horizontal axis (b) Vertical axis

Soil texture after tillage with rotavator depends on soil conditions, blade cinematic and dynamic current of soil [12]. Dynamic current of soil depends on rotor axle direction and blade rotational direction. In rotor with horizontal axle, blades could be in down-cut or up-cut direction; while in vertical axle, the rotation direction could be clockwise or counter clockwise [7].

In this research, performance of rotavator with horizontal rotary axis and vertical rotary axis has been evaluated and compared. Therefore the mean weight diameter, cross-sectional area disturbed and cone index of soil investigated.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Soil Textural Classification

The experiments were done in Rahmat Abad in Golestan province Iran. Textural classification of the soil was done by collecting adequate soil samples randomly from the designated experimental site. The textural classification of the soil at the experimental site was done using the USDA soil classification system [16], [11]. Finally found that texture of soil was clay-silt.

B. Soil Moisture Content and Bulk Density Measurements

Soil moisture content was determined using the standard oven drying procedure [4], [15], [13], [10]. The soil sample for the determination of the moisture content collected immediately upon the completion of test-run. At least 12 soil samples were collected in metallic containers had a specified volume for each test-run from different located strata of the soil whose moisture content was to be determined. The mass of the collected moist soil samples was determined using a scale balance with an accuracy of 0.01g, and placed in a
constant temperature oven for drying at a temperature of about 105°C for a minimum drying period of 24 hours as described by [2]. Also by soil samples bulk density was determined. Finally found that moisture content and bulk density was 15.6% and 1.51g/cm³, respectively.

C. Experimental Layout

Factorial experiments based on a randomized complete block with 18 treatments, three different velocities 2.2, 3.5, 6.1 km/h; three different depth of 5, 10, 15cm and with two rotary plows horizontal axis and vertical axis were used. All experiments have been done in three replications. MF399 tractor was used in all experiments. To calculate forward velocity we used a chronometer to found time in 100 m tractor move and then determined velocity.

For each experiment plows were mounted on tractor and their power was provided through PTO shaft of tractor. Determining mean weight diameter (MWD), cone index and cross-sectional area disturbed of soil were done after plowing. By MWD, cone index and cross-sectional area disturbed, soil pulverization, soil loosening and soil disturbed respectively were found.

D. Mean Weight Diameter (MWD) Measurements

To measure soil fragmentation in different depth and velocity with two plows, rotary sieve was used. Basic of this instrument was like the instrument which had been used by [8]. This instrument has six cylindrical sieves with different diameters which have mounted on each other by bolts (Fig. 2).

To find MWD, (1) was used which introduced by [1].

\[ MWD = \sum X_i . W_i \]  

where, MWD: mean weight diameter (mm), Xi: mean soil particles in each area (mm),
Wi: Soil particles weight as a percentage of the total weight of the soil (kg).

E. Soil Cone Index Measurements

The cone penetrometer (SP1000 made by Findly Irvine) was used to measure soil cone index in different depths. This device consists of three main parts a microprocessor, converter and penetration rod (Fig. 3). Data were collected in farm and then transferred to the computer.

Fig. 3 Cone penetrometer 1. Microprocessor 2. Converter 3. Penetration rod

F. Soil Disturbed Determination

The plowed soil profile was dug in order to found the state and amount of soil cross sectional area during vertical axis rotary and horizontal axis rotary. This parameter shows soil disturbed differences with horizontal axis rotary and vertical axis rotator. At any point of each plot a cross section perpendicular to plow movement to determine soil disturbed profile were created. The depth and width of profile was as size of working depth of plow which was 10cm depth and 1m width. A long wooden ruler which had mark in every 10cm and placed horizontally on edge of profile was used in order to found cross section of profiles. To do this the most distal point of soil profile was recorded at 10cm intervals. Finally trapezoid shapes which were created by putting these 10cm intervals records together so the overall shape were drawn and total area were calculated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Soil Mean Weight Diameter Determination

The effects of two different rotavator with vertical and horizontal axis in different depths and velocities on MWD have been analyzed in this experiment. Table I shows analysis of variance for MWD.
According to Table I interactions between velocity and plow were meaningful so comparison tests of different levels effects of each factor were done for MWD and results are shown in Table II.

According to Table II in each velocity the effects of plow type is meaningful, but type of plow on different depth levels have no effect on MWD. It means that in same depth, vertical axis rotator cut down soil more than horizontal one but in both of them the amount of soil pulverization in different depth is the same. Because in horizontal axis soil picks up as a whole piece and creates hunks and these hunks are thrown back during axis rotation and on impact with the back plate may not shatter, but in vertical axis rotator soil is mixed and uniformly cut down. Also it was observed that maximum MWD in 15cm and horizontal axis rotator was 52.5mm. Minimum MWD in 5cm and vertical axis rotator was 35.1mm.

In Fig. 5 depth changes effects on MWD in two different plow is plotted.

According to Fig. 4 in vertical axis rotator by increase in velocity the MWD remain almost fixed but in horizontal axis rotator MWD increases with increase in velocity. Also in each velocity MWD for vertical type is less than horizontal one.

As it is shown in Table I the interactions of depth and plow is significant so results are shown in Table III.

According to Table III in each depth level the effects of plow type is significant, but type of plow on different depth levels have no effect on MWD. It means that in same depth, vertical axis rotator cut down soil more than horizontal one but in both of them the amount of soil pulverization in different depth is the same. Because in horizontal axis soil picks up as a whole piece and creates hunks and these hunks are thrown back during axis rotation and on impact with the back plate may not shatter, but in vertical axis rotator soil is mixed and uniformly cut down. Also it was observed that maximum MWD in 15cm and horizontal axis rotator was 52.5mm. Minimum MWD in 5cm and vertical axis rotator was 35.1mm.

In Fig. 5 depth changes effects on MWD in two different plow is plotted.

B. Cone Index Measurement

In this test the effects of two different type rotator in
different velocity and depth on soil cone index were statistically analyzed. Variance analysis for cone index is presented in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed(km/h)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>81102.4</td>
<td>40551.2</td>
<td>0.09**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth(cm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55640608.3</td>
<td>27820304.2</td>
<td>59.39**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3089722.5</td>
<td>3089722.5</td>
<td>6.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed × Depth</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1510221.8</td>
<td>377555.5</td>
<td>0.81**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed × Plow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1037243.1</td>
<td>518621.52</td>
<td>1.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth × Plow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1231644.4</td>
<td>6158221.2</td>
<td>1.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth × Plow × Speed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1579625.6</td>
<td>394906.4</td>
<td>0.84*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** and *Significant in statistic level of 1 and 5%, and ns not significant.

As Table IV shows the effects of depth and plow type on soil resistance in 1 and 5% level is significant respectively, but none of the factors have no significant. The effects of depth and plow type on soil resistance in all experiment are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 separately.

C. Soil disturbed determination

In this experiment the effects of two different rotavator (horizontal and vertical axis) on soil disturbed in different velocity and depth were statistically analyzed. Table V shows analysis of variance for MWD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed(km/h)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>198794.8</td>
<td>99397.4</td>
<td>10.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>162070.2</td>
<td>162070.2</td>
<td>16.7**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed × Plow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56307.4</td>
<td>28153.7</td>
<td>2.89**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant in statistic level of 1 %, and ns not significant.

As Table V shows effects of velocity and plow on soil disturbed in 1% level is significant but their interaction is not significant. Figs. 8 and 9 shows velocity and type of plow effect on soil disturbed in all experiment.

As it clear in Fig. 6, cone index increases with increase in depth. This is because that, according to Table III MWD increases with depth in both plows so in deeper depth more force is needed. Values of 738.1, 2389 and 3173 kPa for 5, 10 and 15cm are shown, respectively. According to Fig. 7 soil resistance in vertical axis rotavator is less than horizontal axis rotavator. This is because that, according to Fig. 5 the result is that MWD of horizontal axis rotavator is much more than vertical one, so tillage with this plow creates more resistant soil. Values of 1861.1 and 2339.5 kPa for vertical axis rotavator and horizontal axis rotavator are shown, respectively.

According to Fig. 8 soil disturbed decreases with increase in velocity. This is because at lower speeds the blades are in real depth and create uniformity in plow depth. Values of 706.6, 616.8 and 452.8 cm² for 2.2, 3.5 and 6.1 km/h are shown, respectively. As Fig. 9 show soil disturbed in vertical axis rotavator is much more than horizontal one. This is mostly due to the higher working depth. Values of 687 and 497.2 cm² for
vertical axis rotavator and horizontal axis rotavator are shown, respectively.

![Disturbed area comparison between vertical and horizontal axis rotavators](image)

**Fig. 9** Soil disturbed comparison with two different axis rotary plow (horizontal and vertical)

### IV. CONCLUSION

Considering the speed increase will lead to increased farm efficiency, in rotavator with vertical axis increasing farm efficiency and more pulverization are simultaneously. While in rotavator with horizontal axis increasing farm efficiency leads to less pulverization. There is plowing depth uniformity in both types of rotavator, while in rotavator with vertical axis most hunks are crushed at different depths. Also, soil resistance in vertical axis rotavator is less than horizontal axis rotavator and soil disturbed in vertical axis rotavator is much more than horizontal one. Thus, regardless of other factors and according to the results, use of rotavator with vertical blade more appropriate than rotavator with horizontal blades.
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